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ABSTRACT 

In the last few decades, there have been extensive studies on analysis and investigation of disc brake 

vibrations done by many researchers around the world on the possibility of eliminating brake vibration to improve 

vehicle users’ comfort. Despite these efforts, still no general solution exists. Therefore, it is one of the most 

important issues that require a detailed and in-depth study for investigation brake noise and vibration. Research on 

brake noise and vibration has been conducted using theoretical and experimental approaches. Experimental 

methods can provide real measured data and they are trustworthy. This paper aims to focus on experimental 

investigations and summarized recent studies on automotive disc brake noise and vibration for measuring instable 

frequencies and mode shapes for the system in vibration and to verify possible solutions. Finally, the critical areas 

where further research directions are needed for reducing vibration of disc brake are suggested in the conclusions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Brake clamor and vibration is a vital braking quality trait that has pulled in a noteworthy number of 

designing examinations. Subsequently, numerous articles are accessible to NVH (Noise, Vibration, and Harshness) 

engineers on assessment, comprehension, and outlining against brake clamor and vibration. Research into 

comprehension brake commotion and vibration has been progressing in the course of the last 50 years. Initially 

drum brakes were examined because of their broad use in early car brake systems. However, circle slowing 

mechanisms have been normal spot on traveller vehicles since the 1960s and are utilized all the more widely as a 

part of advanced vehicles. Inconvenience from the plate brake vibration is a noteworthy worry in the creating of 

slowing mechanisms and grating materials. The grinding materials are required to give a steady rubbing 

coefficient, a low vibration and wear rate at different working conditions. Grating material should likewise be 

perfect with the rotor material so as to decrease its broad wear, vibration, and clamor amid braking. These 

prerequisites should be accomplished at a sensible expense and least natural load. As for some different items, the 

solace issue of capable of being heard clamor and material vibrations of brakes has turned into the essential 

configuration quality and outline differentiator. Outlining NVH attributes into a slowing mechanism is still a test. 

The level of exertion in Brake NVH hypothetical, test, numerical and exploratory (on dynamometer and vehicle) 

has become significantly as of late. However, due to the various non-straight parameters and distinctive driving 

conditions, there is still no regular answer for basic brake commotion and vibration issues. These incorporate 

screech commotion above 1 kHz, groan and moan clamor beneath 1 kHz and judder and harshness which lead to 

sensible vibrations. Brake screech is a marvel of element precariousness that happens at one or a greater amount of 

the regular frequencies of the brake system. The excitation originates from the grating couple. The circle rotor is 

acting like a "speaker" (sound wave emanated from the rotor surfaces). Cushions and rotor coupling has significant 

effect on mid to high recurrence (4 ~ 16 kHz) screech. Low recurrence (1 ~ 3 kHz) screech ordinarily includes 

calliper, stay section, knuckle and suspension, notwithstanding cushions and rotor. This building test is shown by 

contrasting the braking power with the sound force created in a screech occasion of 70 dB of an ordinary traveller 

auto - 180 kW to 6 x lo'* kW (at lm). This paper presents outlines of the present cutting edge with respect to brake 

judder, low recurrence brake clamor and high recurrence brake commotion. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND CONDITIONS 
Vibration estimation framework: The testing stage utilized as a part of this study was for every sonal auto; 

OPEL Vectra B1.8, 1.6V (2002). The auto was outfitted with standard tires. To gather, record, and dissect the 

information, an estimation framework was de-marked and introduced in the vehicle. It comprised of;                     

a) Accelerometer A1, Bruel and Kjaer sort 4508B1, 10 mV/g, 0.1 Hz – 8 kHz; b) Accelerometer A2, Bruel and 

Kjaer sort 4508B, 100 mV/g, 0.3 Hz – 8 kHz; c) Battery-controlled Data Acquisition Unit Bruel and Kjaer PULSE; 

d) Portable PC for information recordings and post-investigation; e) Voice recorder and camcorder.  

The two accelerometers for vibration estimation were introduced at an approved merchant in Zagreb (Opel 

Auto Will). The rest accelerometer (A1) was mounted on the front right wheel holder (Figure.1) and the second 

accelerometer (A2) was mounted to the body instantly by the traveller seat (Figure.2). Vibrations in the vertical 

heading (opposite to the street surface) were recorded utilizing a battery fluid multi-channel Bruel and Kjaer 

PULSE analyser and the Time Data Recorder program. Data with respect to some specific qualities amid the 

measurement were recorded by method for a 'voice dicta phone' and a camcorder.  

Measurement of Street Surface Harshness: For the exploration into how much the street surface affects the 

vehicle vibrations and driving solace, measurements of the street surface unpleasantness have been recorded. It is 
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outstanding that the development or re-development of an asphalt structure can't accomplish a splendidly 

notwithstanding driving surface. Be that as it may, the allowed deviations of the equity of a driving surface are 

dictated by specialized controls. As per those directions, estimation of the equity of the driving surface was done 

on all street areas that are polygons for examination. Since we wished to discover how much the riding solace on 

the re-developed street would enhance, we gauged the harshness prior and then afterward reproduction. A Laser-

Prof inertial expert log graph made by Greenwood Engineering was utilized for the estimation. 

IRI values got by estimation on a few specific areas are appeared in Table.1. As it can be seen from 

Table.1, the uniformity of the driving surface on Zagreb Avenue before remaking has been observed on two areas. 

The rest segment is the more seasoned one with rougher driving surface. After the reconstruction the same normal 

harshness level has been accomplished on both areas.  

Instrument utilized: 

Accelerometer territory 50g: An accelerometer is a gadget that measures the vibration, or increasing speed of 

movement of a structure. The power brought on by vibration or an adjustment in movement (quickening) causes 

the mass to "crush" the piezoelectric material which creates an electrical charge that is relative to the power applied 

upon it. Since the charge is corresponding to the power, and the mass is a steady, then the charge is additionally 

relative to the quickening.  

Impact hammer: Modular testing is the type of vibration testing of an article whereby the common (modular) 

frequencies, modular masses, modular damping proportions and mode states of the item under test are resolved. A 

modular test comprises of a securing stage and an examination stage. The complete procedure is regularly alluded 

to as a Modal Analysis or Experimental Modal Analysis.  

There are a few approaches to do modular testing yet affect hammer testing and shaker (vibration analyser) 

testing are ordinary. In both cases vitality is supplied to the framework with a known recurrence content. Where 

auxiliary resonances happen there will be an intensification of the reaction, plainly found in the reaction spectra. 

Utilizing the reaction spectra and power spectra, an exchange capacity can be gotten. The exchange capacity (or 

recurrence reaction capacity (FRF)) is frequently bend fitted to assess the modular parameters; in any case, there 

are numerous techniques for modular parameter estimation and it is the point of much research. 

A perfect effect to a structure is an immaculate drive, which has an unendingly little length, bringing about 

a steady sufficiency in the recurrence area; this would bring about all methods of vibration being energized with 

equivalent vitality. The effect hammer test is intended to repeat this; in any case, as a general rule a sledge strike 

can't keep going for a vastly little span, yet has a known contact time. The term of the contact time specifically 

impacts the recurrence substance of the power, with a bigger contact time bringing on a littler scope of 

transmission capacity. A heap cell is joined to the end of the mallet to record the power. Sway hammer testing is 

perfect for little light weight structures; however as the span of the structure builds issues can happen because of a 

poor sign to clamor proportion. This is basic on substantial structural building structures.  

Data logger: An information lumberjack (additionally data logger or information recorder) is an electronic gadget 

that records information after some time or in connection to area either with an inherent instrument or sensor or by 

means of outer instruments and sensors. Progressively, yet not so much, they depend on a computerized processor 

(or PC). They for the most part are little, battery fluid, compact, and outfitted with a microchip, interior memory 

for information stockpiling, and sensors. A few information lumberjacks interface with a PC, and use programming 

to enact the information lumberjack and see and break down the gathered information, while others have a nearby 

interface gadget (keypad, LCD) and can be utilized as a stand-alone gadget.  

Information lumberjacks change between universally useful sorts for a scope of estimation applications to 

particular gadgets for measuring in one environment or application sort as it were. It is basic for universally useful 

sorts to be programmable; be that as it may, numerous stay as static machines with just a set number or no variable 

parameters. Electronic information lumberjacks have supplanted graph recorders in numerous applications.  

One of the essential advantages of utilizing information lumberjacks is the capacity to naturally gather 

information on a 24-hour premise. Upon actuation, information lumberjacks are regularly sent and left unattended 

to gauge and record data for the span of the checking time frame. This takes into account an extensive, precise 

photo of the ecological conditions being observed, for example, air temperature and relative mugginess. 

Institutionalization of conventions and information designs has been an issue yet is presently developing in 

the business and XML, JSON, and YAML are progressively being embraced for information trade. The 

improvement of the Semantic Web and the Internet of Things is prone to quicken this present pattern.  

Programming DEWESOFT: Modular investigation is required in each cutting edge development. The estimation 

of framework parameters, called modular parameters, are key to anticipate the conduct of a structure. These 

modular parameters are required likewise for numerical models. Parameters like resounding frequency(s), basic 

damping, and mode shapes are tentatively measured and figured.  
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DEWESOFT gives absolute equipment and programming arrangement that is altered to your application. 

Beginning from 8 channels utilized for support, benefit and investigating, up to 1000 channels utilized for complex 

structures. The simple to-use Dewesoft X programming is reasonable for expert and intermittent clients.  

Disc Brake: A circle brake is a sort of brake that utilizations callipers to press sets of cushions against a plate 

keeping in mind the end goal to make erosion that retards the pivot of a pole, for example, a vehicle hub, either to 

diminish its rotational speed or to hold it stationary. The vitality of movement is changed over into waste warmth 

which must be scattered. Pressure driven circle brakes are the most usually utilized type of brake for engine 

vehicles yet the standards of a plate brake are pertinent to any pivoting shaft.  

Contrasted with drum brakes, circle brakes offer better ceasing execution on the grounds that the plate is 

all the more promptly cooled. As a result plates are less inclined to the brake blur brought about when brake 

segments overheat. Circle brakes additionally recoup all the more rapidly from inundation (wet brakes are less 

successful than dry ones).  

Most drum brake outlines have no less than one driving shoe, which gives a servo-impact. By complexity, 

a plate brake has no self-servo impact and its braking power is constantly relative to the weight put on the brake 

cushion by the stopping mechanism by means of any brake servo, braking pedal, or lever. This tends to give the 

driver better "feel" and abstains from looming lockup. Drums are additionally inclined to "chime mouthing" and 

trap worn coating material inside the get together, both reasons for different braking issues. 

The brake plate (or rotor in American English) is generally made of cast iron, yet may now and again be 

made of composites, for example, fortified carbon–carbon or clay lattice composites. This is associated with the 

haggle/the pivot. To hinder the wheel, erosion material as brake cushions, mounted on the brake calliper, is 

constrained mechanically, using pressurized water, pneumatically, or electromagnetically against both sides of the 

plate. Erosion causes the circle and joined wheel to moderate or stop. 

Analysis of squeal by using finite element method: The finite element is the tool for modelling disc brake system 

and providing a new insight into the problem of brake squeal. FEM allows accurate representation of complex 

geometries and boundary condition. The finite element method has been employed by the researchers in the brake 

squeal study. One of the uses of finite element method is to investigate the modes and the natural frequency of the 

brake rotor with complex eigenvalue then they used modal participation method in order to analyse the 

contribution of each part of the brake system in generating the squeal. The third section is analysing the squeal by 

using beam-disc system. Then study the two direction response due to the self-excited vibration. 

3. RESULTS 

 

 
Figure.1. Disc Brake Pad Analaysis; acceleration vs time graph & frequency vs amplitude 
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Figure.2. Brake Cut Pad Analaysis; acceleration vs time graph & frequency vs amplitude 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

It is now generally accepted that brake squeal is caused by friction induced vibration. In this paper, we 

present a method of brake squeal analysis with aid of DEWESOFT. The analysis of brake pad has been done to 

find the natural frequency and vibration. The material of the brake pad is subjected to cutting process and again 

analysis procedure had carried out. That gave the result that there is not change in natural frequency. But vibration 

level has been reduced to a considerable extent. 
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